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A theoretical and numerical study of fast electron transport in solid and compressed fast ignition

relevant targets is presented. The principal aim of the study is to assess how localized increases in

the target density (e.g., by engineering of the density profile) can enhance magnetic field

generation and thus pinching of the fast electron beam through reducing the rate of temperature

rise. The extent to which this might benefit fast ignition is discussed. VC 2012 American Institute of
Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4729322]

I. INTRODUCTION

The transport of relativistic electron beams produced dur-

ing ultrahigh intense laser-plasma interaction has been studied

extensively in recent years.1–5 The most significant applica-

tion of fast electrons is in the fast ignition (FI) scheme for in-

ertial confinement fusion (ICF).6 In this context, collimated

fast electron beam transport through the overdense plasma

and localized energy deposition into the core are essential

requirements. This has motivated a number of theoretical and

experimental studies on the collimation of fast electrons.7–10

A possible route to fast electron collimation is via the

magnetic field generated by the resistivity of the cold target as

the fast electrons propagate into the target. The amplitude of

the self-generated magnetic field can reach hundreds of Tesla,

which is enough to collimate the fast electrons.11–13 However,

the collimation becomes weaker for fast electron beams with

large power and divergence angle, that is, resistive collimation

is most effective for I0< 1019 W/cm2. Gremillet et al.14

showed that the magnetic field can also induce the filamenta-

tion of fast electrons due to the magnetic repulsion of the

counter propagating electron currents. Furthermore, Davies

et al.15,16 showed that the resistive magnetic field can change

sign as the target is heated sufficiently, leading to beam hol-

lowing rather than collimation. Several artificial approaches

have been proposed to overcome this issue. Robinson and

Sherlock17 proposed to apply a material having a higher resis-

tivity core and lower resistivity cladding to induce an

azimuthal magnetic field at the interface, which has been

shown to be very effective for collimating fast electrons in

recent experiments.18,19 A concept of using a generator pre-

pulse to produce a magnetic field that collimates the fast elec-

trons injected into the target by the main pulse has also been

proposed by Robinson et al.20 Recently, Sentoku et al.21 dem-

onstrated that the fast electron propagation in metals can be

controlled dynamically using ionization-driven resistive mag-

netic field by tuning the target ionization dynamics both in

experiments and numerical particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations.

It is worth mentioning that fast electrons magnetic collimation

in laser-compressed matter has been observed in experiment

recently by Pérez et al.22 Usually, numerical/analytical studies

have been carried out for a solid target having a sharp

vacuum-solid interface, i.e., the realistic FI scenario target is

not considered. Authors such as Honrubia and Meyer-ter-

Vehn23,24 have highlighted the importance of fast electron

collimation, which can enhance the energy coupling of the

fast electrons with the core target and reduce the ignition

energy requirements. However, to our knowledge, the effect

of the resistive magnetic field has not been studied analyti-

cally for the compressed target case yet. The effect of the

Coulomb collisional heating on the background is also very

significant in this scenario and needs to be appropriately

accounted for.24,25

In this paper, fast electron propagation in both solid and

compressed targets is studied. The self-generated magnetic

field is calculated using a rigid beam model, including both

Ohmic and Coulomb collisional heating. It is found that, for

compressed targets, beam hollowing is suppressed and the

magnetic field increases with penetration depth of the fast

electrons, suggesting that a high density background may

lead to fast electron self-collimation. Fast electron propaga-

tion in targets preceded by different pedestal density and

ramp profile is modeled by the 3D hybrid code ZEPH-

YROS,18,19 which treats the fast electrons kinetically using

the Vlasov Fokker-Planck approach and the background

plasma as a resistive fluid similarly to the code of Davies

et al.26 The simulations show that collimated propagation of

fast electrons can be enhanced in presence of an appropriate

density profile.

II. THEORETICAL MODEL

As the fast electrons propagate in the target, the cold

electron temperature can be obtained by the “two group”

electron model from the Vlasov Fokker-Planck equation27

3

2
nck

@Tc

@t
¼ gj2c þ

3

2

nhkTh

sch
; (1)
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where k is the Boltzmann constant, g is the resistivity of the

background, jc is the return current, sch ¼ 3m
1=2
e ðkThÞ3=2

4
ffiffiffiffi
2p
p

nce4lnK
is the

fast-cold electron collision time,28 lnK is the Coulomb loga-

rithm, and the subscripts c and h indicate the cold and fast

electrons, respectively. The thermal conduction is neglected

in the above expression.

The self-generated magnetic field arising as the fast

electrons propagate in the high density target is determined

by the combination of the Faraday’s law and Ohm’s law, as

@B

@t
� r� ðgjhÞ: (2)

The current density balance jc ¼ �jh is assumed to obtain

the above equation, and the magnetic field can be expressed

as two separate terms, gr� jh and rg� jh. The first term

generates a magnetic field that pinches the fast electrons,

while the latter pushes the fast electrons towards the region

of higher resistivity, leading to beam hollowing. To estimate

the magnetic field, we will apply the “rigid beam” approach

used by Davies et al.15,16 In this approach, a cylindrical

beam with a fixed current density that varies only with beam

radius and moves with a constant velocity v along the axis is

assumed. Under these conditions and in order to keep con-

sistent with the hybrid simulations below, the fast electron

current density is given by

jh ¼ �j0exp � r

rspot

� �8
 !

; (3)

where r is the beam radius and rspot is the beam spot radius. A

fast electron beam with a super-Gaussian profile has usually

been applied in previous studies.24 The variables can be repre-

sented as scalars that depend only on the radius and the time

s ¼ t� x

v
> 0: (4)

The resistivity is assumed to be in the form

g ¼ g0

�
T

T0

�a

; (5)

where the subscript 0 indicates initial value and a¼�3/2

corresponds to the Spitzer resistivity,29 which applies to all

materials at sufficiently high temperature. In this paper, we

consider, for simplicity, a¼�3/2. Substituting Eq. (5) into

Eq. (1), the latter can be solved by the Euler-trapezoidal pre-

dictor-corrector method.30

The magnetic field can then be obtained by integrating

Eq. (2) with respect to s

B ¼ d

dr

ð
j0g0

T

T0

� �a

exp � r

rspot

� �8
 !

ds: (6)

Substituting the temperature from Eq. (1) into the above

equation, one can easily obtain the magnetic field by numeri-

cal methods.

To illustrate our discussion, we will consider a 3x
(k0 ¼ 0:351 lm; x is the fundamental frequency of the

Nd:glass laser, with a wavelength of 1.053 lm in vacuum)

laser pulse with an intensity of I0¼ 2� 1020 W/cm2 and

pulse duration of 2 ps incident on either a deuterium-tritium

(DT) solid slab target with a constant density or a highly

compressed DT target. Since the fast electron energy is de-

pendent on I0k
2
0,31,32 it is possible using 3x radiation to

obtain fast electrons with a range comparable to the size of

the compressed target. The initial temperature and resistivity

of the target are assumed to be 300 eV and 3� 10�8 Xm.

The fast electron current density can be expressed in terms

of the laser intensity by j ¼ aI=Th, where a is the energy

fraction absorbed into electrons (a¼ 0.5 (Ref. 33) is used in

this paper), and Th is the fast electron temperature given by

the ponderomotive scaling.31 Figure 1 shows the magnetic

field along the beam radius given by Eq. (6) for the solid tar-

get at t¼ 0.1 ps, t¼ 1 ps, and t¼ 2 ps, respectively. The

dashed lines are for the cases without collisional heating

(i.e., only the first term of the left hand side of Eq. (1) is con-

sidered). It can be seen that the effect of Coulomb collisional

heating on the magnetic field is initially very slight for the

solid target, while it becomes more significant at later times

due to the fact that a 3x beam is applied, which could inject

into the target very high densities of fast electrons

(1:26� 1028=m3, a factor of �3 lower than the relativistic

critical density for the wavelength used here). It is also clear

from the figure that the magnetic field would reverse as time

increases, which then pushes the fast electrons towards the

region of high resistivity, inducing beam hollowing.

The magnetic field along the beam radius for the DT

compressed core slab target with a density of nc¼ 400 g/cm3

is shown in Fig. 2. It can be seen that the magnetic field in

this case is much higher (about 5 times higher) than in the

solid target. This is due to the fact that the compressed target

is heated slowly by the fast electrons and the magnetic field

can have enough time to grow before the resistivity

decreases due to the increase of the plasma temperature. The

temperature of the core target is increased significantly when

the collisional heating is considered. The maximum tempera-

ture reaches 911 eV for the case with colisional heating at

10 15 20 25 30
−500

−400

−300

−200

−100

0

100

r/ m

B
/T

 

 

0.1ps
0.1ps w/o collision
1ps
1ps w/o collision
2ps
2ps w/o collision

FIG. 1. The magnetic field distribution along the beam radius for the solid

target (nc¼ 1 g/cm3) at t¼ 0.1 ps, t¼ 1 ps, and t¼ 2 ps, respectively. The

solid lines are for the cases including collisional heating and the dashed lines

are without collisional heating (same in Fig. 2).
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t¼ 2 ps, however, it is only 705 eV for the other case. The

effect of the collisional heating on the magnetic field

increases significantly with time: for the time of t¼ 2 ps, the

maximum magnetic field is reduced by �950 T compared

with the case without collisional heating. Moreover, the

magnetic field stays negative (i.e., it does not invert its direc-

tion) and would pinch the beam (or filament it if the current

profile is not homogeneous). The magnetic field increase

with the background density is also shown in Fig. 3(b), in

which the background plasma has a Gaussian density profile

nc¼ 400exp ((x� 100)2/40.852) g/cm3,3,5,23 as shown in Fig.

3(a). It is shown that the magnetic field increases rapidly

with the penetration depth, particularly at the edge of the

beam spot radius, in agreement with Fig. 2, which shows that

the maximum magnetic field appears at �20 lm. It is inter-

esting to note that the magnetic field at the position of the

spot radius also shows a Gaussian profile along the laser

axis. The fast electron beam can be collimated by the self-

generated magnetic field as Rb=Rg > h2
1=2,12 where Rb is the

beam radius, Rg ¼ cmevf =eBz is the fast electron gyroradius,

c is the relativistic factor, vf is the fast electron injection ve-

locity, Bz is the self-generated magnetic field, and h1/2 is the

beam divergence angle in radians. A magnetic field of 200 T

is sufficient to collimate the fast electron beam for the laser

parameters considered here and fast electrons with a diver-

gence angle of 35�.
The fact that the self-generated magnetic field increases

with the penetration depth in the compressed target and does

not change sign as the fast electrons propagate in the target

indicates that it may be possible to collimate the fast elec-

trons by the magnetic field in a compressed target. This ana-

lytical model assumes a constant current density throughout

the whole evolution, which would lead to overestimating the

magnetic field compared with a real experimental situation.

We have, therefore, carried out a number of simulations

using the hybrid code to examine the feasibility of this idea

in more detail.

III. SIMULATION MODEL AND COMPARISON OF FAST
ELECTRON PROPAGATION IN SOLID AND
COMPRESSED TARGETS

In the simulations, the simulation box involves

200� 200� 200 cells with a 1 lm transverse cell size and

0.5 lm longitudinal cell size in this section, but 1 lm longi-

tudinal cell size in Secs. IV and V. The transverse absorp-

tion profile into fast electrons is determined by

I¼ aI0exp(�(r/rspot)
8), where a¼ 0.5 is the laser absorption

efficiency, I0 ¼ 2� 1020 W=cm2 is the laser maximum in-

tensity, r is the radial distance from y¼ z¼ 100 lm, and

rspot¼ 20 lm is the laser focal spot radius. The wavelengh

of the laser is set to 0.351 lm. The duration of the laser pulse

is 2 ps with a top-hat profile, corresponding to an energy of

2.56 kJ absorbed into the fast electron beam. The fast elec-

trons are injected uniformly from the left boundary (x¼ 0)

with an exponential energy distribution f(E)¼ exp

ð�E=hEiÞ=hEi, where hEi is the average energy of fast elec-

trons given by the ponderomotive scaling. The half diver-

gence angle of the fast electron is set to 35� as reported in

recent PIC simulations.34 The medium through which the

electrons propagate is a DT target with an initial tempera-

ture of 300 eV.23,24 The resistivity of the target is given

by the Spitzer resistivity.29 The specific heat capacity is

determined by the same fit to the Thomas-Fermi model at

constant volume used by Davies.35 The time step is 1.25 fs

(2.5 fs is used in Secs. IV and V), �28 000 quasiparticles

are injected per time step, which is 18 quasiparticles injected

per time step per cell. For both the transverse and longitudi-

nal boundaries, absorbing boundary conditions are used for

the fields and particles.

The evolution of fast electron density and resistive mag-

netic field (Bz) for the case with a Gaussian density distri-

bution of the background (nc¼ 400 exp((x� 100)2/40.852)

g/cm3 is shown in Fig. 4. It is shown that the fast electrons

are collimated by the self-generated magnetic field at

x< 70 lm, but the electron beam becomes somewhat diver-

gent for x> 70 lm at t¼ 1 ps. However, the fast electrons

can be collimated well throughout the whole propagation

length at t¼ 2 ps. This is somewhat akin to the double pulse

5 10 15 20 25 30

−3000

−2000

−1000

0

r/ m

B
/T

 

 

0.1ps
0.1ps w/o collision
1ps
1ps w/o collision
2ps
2ps w/o collision

FIG. 2. The magnetic field distribution along the beam radius for the com-

pressed core target (nc¼ 400 g/cm3) at t¼ 0.1 ps, t¼ 1 ps, and t¼ 2 ps,

respectively.
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r=16 m
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FIG. 3. The initial density profile of the target with a Gaussian density

distribution (nc¼ 400 exp((x� 100)2/40.852) g/cm3) (a) and magnetic field

distribution (b) at different radii along the laser axis at t¼ 2 ps.
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approach described in Ref. 20, where the foregoing pulse

generates a magnetic field that collimates the fast electrons

generated by the second pulse. This indicates that a laser

pulse (and the corresponding electron beam) having a long

rising front could be beneficial to the fast electron collima-

tion. It is also shown that the magnetic field around the pe-

riphery of the electron beam increases with time and extends

deep into the target. However, significant increase of the

magnetic field with the penetration depth as predicted by the

analytical model does not occur, which can be due to the

decrease of fast electron current density with the penetration

depth. The magnetic field reaches 500 T at t¼ 2 ps, which is

sufficient to strongly pinch the fast electrons. For compari-

son, Fig. 5 shows the evolution of the fast electron density

and the resistive magnetic field for a solid DT target. It can

be seen that the fast electron beam is divergent and propagat-

ing in the target with an open-cone profile. It is also shown

that the cone angle of the fast electron beam almost remains

unchanged at t¼ 2 ps compared with that of the initial stage,

possibly due to the resistive magnetic field being too weak to

reflect the fast electrons. Figures 5(c) and 5(d) show that the

intensity of the magnetic field around the periphery of the

electron beam is much weaker than in Fig. 4, and a strong

magnetic field appears only near the injection surface,

decreasing rapidly with the penetration depth of fast elec-

trons. This is due to the fact that the resistivity is reduced

rapidly by fast target heating by the hot electrons and that

the fast electron current density decreases due to the diver-

gent propagation.

IV. EFFECT OF PEDESTAL DENSITY ON FAST
ELECTRON PROPAGATION

In the fast ignition scheme, usually a gold cone is

inserted into the shell target to ensure that the fast electrons

can propagate efficiently into the core. From the above

FIG. 4. log10 of the fast electron density [(a) and (b)]

and the resistive magnetic field (Bz) [(c) and (d)] distri-

bution for the case with a Gaussian density distribution

of the cold plasma (nc¼ 400 exp ((x� 100)2/40.852)

g/cm3) at t¼ 1 ps [(a) and (c)] and t¼ 2 ps [(b) and (d)],

respectively. The density is in units of m�3 and the mag-

netic field is in units of T (same in the other figures).

FIG. 5. log10 of the fast electron density [(a) and (b)]

and the resistive magnetic field (Bz) [(c) and (d)] distri-

bution for the solid DT target at t¼ 1 ps [(a) and (c)]

and t¼ 2 ps [(b) and (d)], respectively.
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results, we see that the fast electrons can be collimated in a

density gradient, that is, the pedestal (corresponding to the

position of the cone tip in the target) density could affect the

fast electron propagation. We will consider the effect of

the pedestal density of the target on the fast electron propa-

gation using some more realistic target with a super-

Gaussian spherical density distribution of nc ¼ ½npedestal

þð400� npedestalÞ expððR� 100Þ4=504Þ] g/cm3 as predicted

by radiation-hydrodynamics simulations,24,36 where npedestal

is the pedestal density, in units of g/cm3, R is the radial dis-

tance from x¼ y¼ z¼ 100 lm, in units of lm. The laser

pulse is same as that used in the above studies with an inten-

sity of 2� 1020 W=cm2 except that a pulse duration of 18 ps

is applied here, which is consistent with the ignition energy

for the target used,36,37 corresponding to an energy of 23 kJ

absorbed into the fast electron beam. Since we are mainly

interested in how much energy is deposited at around a den-

sity of 350 g/cm3, the energy coupling efficiency is defined

as the fraction of the beam energy deposited in a cube cen-

tered at 350 g/cm3 and with a side-length of 40 lm.

The fast electron density, resistive magnetic field, and

the DT ion temperature are shown in Fig. 6 for the cases

with a divergence of 40� and pedestal density of 5 g/cm3

(qR ¼ 1:84 g=cm2) and 40 g/cm3 (qR ¼ 1:98 g=cm2), respec-

tively. It can be seen that the fast electrons are much more

collimated as the pedestal density increases, which leads to a

very strong magnetic field (the peak magnetic field is about

2600 T) for the case with a 40 g/cm3 pedestal density. The

maximum ion temperature reaches 5.3 KeV in both of

the cases, and there are more high energy ions located in the

dense core for the case with a higher pedestal density.

The energy coupling efficiency is increased significantly by

the collimated propagation of fast electrons, up to 18%.

However, a larger fraction of energy is deposited in the ped-

estal for the case with a higher density pedestal (5%)

compared with the other case (0.6%).

We have also performed a series of simulations with

pedestal density of 5–40 g/cm3 and divergence of 30�–50�.
All the simulations show that the collimated propagation of

fast electrons is enhanced with the increase of pedestal

density, particularly for the cases with a smaller divergence

(h1/2¼ 30�), the fast electrons can be confined very well and

propagate into the core target; a small fraction of fast elec-

trons can pass through the core and exit the simulation box.

Figure 7 shows the coupling efficiency of the injected beam

as a function of the pedestal density. This shows that, in

general, the dependence of coupling efficiency on pedestal

density is quite weak. It can be seen that, for the smaller

divergence (h1/2¼ 30�), the coupling efficiency is increased

slowly with the pedestal density as long as it stays below

30 g/cm3 but decreases for pedestal density higher than

30 g/cm3. This can be due to that the fast electrons losing

much more energy in the pedestal as its density increases,

and being slowed down before reaching the core. The energy

deposited in the pedestal is 0.6% and 3.8% of the electron

beam energy, respectively, for the cases with a pedestal den-

sity of 5 g/cm3 and 40 g/cm3. The energy coupling efficiency,

for the cases with a moderate divergence (h1/2¼ 40�),
increases significantly with pedestal density because of the

collimating effect of the resistive magnetic field in the higher

pedestal density. Much more energy is deposited in the

higher density pedestal, however, since the fast electrons

FIG. 6. log10 of the fast electron density [(a) and (b)],

resistive magnetic field (Bz) [(c) and (d)], and log10 of

the DT ion temperature [(e) and (f)] distribution for

the compressed targets with super-Gaussian spherical

density distribution of nc¼ [5þ 395 exp ((R� 100)4/

504)] g/cm3 [(a), (c), and (e)] and nc¼ [40þ 360

exp((R� 100)4/504)] g/cm3 [(b), (d), and (f)], respec-

tively. The fast electron density and magnetic field dis-

tributions are at the end of the laser pulse (t¼ 18 ps)

and the ion temperature distribution is at t¼ 20 ps. The

temperature is in units of eV. The dashed cube is cen-

tered at nc¼ 350 g/cm3 and with a side-length of 40 lm

(same in Fig. 8).
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here are much more divergent, the collimating effect can

lead to more fast electrons propagating into the core. The

effect of pedestal density on the energy coupling efficiency

is weak for the cases with a larger divergence (h1/2¼ 50�).
Though there is much more energy deposited in the whole

higher density core (nc � 200 g=cm3) for the case with a

higher pedestal density, because of the very large divergence

of fast electrons, the magnetic field cannot efficiently reflect

the fast electrons into the cube. That is, a higher pedestal

density will only benefit the energy coupling to a significant

extent provided that the fast electron beam has a moderate

divergence angle. According to Atzeni’s formula,37 for the

case with a pedestal density of 40 g/cm3 and divergence of

40�, the minimum ignition energy of 13.8 kJ should be

reached for a density of 350 g/cm3 (corresponding to the

cubic position of the target that we have chosen). The fast

electron beam energy required here is at least 75 kJ to ignite

the core considering a coupling efficiency of 18.46%. It

should be noted that the energy coupling efficiency is less

than 10% for all the cases with a divergence of 50�, that is,

at least 150 kJ beam energy is required to realize the ignition.

In order to reduce the ignition energy, some other collimat-

ing mechanisms, such as applying an external axial magnetic

field,38 may be required to provide sufficient collimation.

V. EFFECT OF RAMP PROFILE OF TARGET ON FAST
ELECTRON PROPAGATION

To understand more thoroughly how the density gradi-

ent profile affects the fast electron propagation, we will con-

sider the fast electrons propagating in the compressed targets

with different ramp profile (nc ¼ ½npedestal þ ð400� npedestalÞ
expððR� 100Þ4=R4

DTÞ] g/cm3), where RDT is the core fuel ra-

dius. The divergence of fast electrons is set to 40� in this sec-

tion. The laser pulse is same as that used in Sec. IV with an

intensity of 2� 1020 W/cm2 and a pulse duration of 18 ps,

corresponding to an energy of 23 kJ absorbed into the fast

electron beam. The energy coupling efficiency here is also

defined as the fraction of the beam energy deposited in the

cube centered at 350 g/cm3 and with a side-length of 40 lm.

Figure 8 shows the fast electron density, resistive mag-

netic field, and DT ion temperature for the cases with a ped-

estal density of 5 g/cm3 and core fuel radius of 35 lm
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FIG. 7. Coupling efficiency of injected electron beam as a function of the

pedestal density. The target density distribution is given by nc ¼ ½npedestal

þð400� npedestalÞ exp ((R� 100)4/504)] g/cm3.

FIG. 8. log10 of the fast electron density [(a) and (b)],

resistive magnetic field (Bz) [(c) and (d)], and log10 of

the DT ion temperature [(e) and (f)] distribution for

the compressed targets with super-Gaussian spherical

density distribution of nc¼ [5þ 395 exp ((R� 100)4/

354)] g/cm3 [(a), (c), and (e)] and nc¼ [5þ 395

exp((R� 100)4/554)] g/cm3 [(b), (d), and (f)],

respectively.
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(qR ¼ 1:3 g=cm2) and 55 lm (qR ¼ 2:02 g=cm2), respec-

tively. It can be seen that the fast electron beam radius is

reduced significantly for the case with a larger spot radius.

This is due to the higher target areal density seen by fast elec-

trons along the propagation path for the case with a larger

spot radius, which can generate much stronger magnetic field

to confine the beams, as shown in Figs. 8(c) and 8(d). It is

shown that the ion temperature in the cube is much higher for

the case with larger spot radius compared with the other case,

because a larger fraction of fast electrons escape via the end

wall in the latter case. The energy lost via the end wall

reaches 48.13% for the case with a 35 lm spot radius due to

the smaller areal density and divergent fast electron propaga-

tion, significantly higher than in the other case (only 7.57%),

leading to a significant decrease of energy coupling efficiency

(8.18%) compared with the latter (14.29%).

We have carried out simulations using targets with dif-

ferent spot radius and pedestal density in order to find the de-

pendence of the fast electron propagation on the ramp profile

of target in detail. It is found that, for a given pedestal den-

sity, the maximum beam radius decreases with increase of

core fuel radius, suggesting that a density gradient with a

gradual ramp profile can enhance the fast electron collima-

tion. The dependence of fast electron coupling efficiency on

the core fuel radius is shown in Fig. 9. It can be seen that the

energy coupling efficiency increases as RDT increases. This

is because the effect of magnetic collimation gets stronger as

RDT increases, as was previously illustrated by Fig. 8. It is

also shown that the higher pedestal density can increase the

energy coupling efficiency for the target considered here. It

is indicated that, for a given maximum core density, a target

with a slowly increasing density profile (i.e., larger RDT)

could be beneficial to the fast electron collimated propaga-

tion and energy coupling.

VI. CONCLUSION

In summary, this paper has studied the effect that plasma

density has on fast electron propagation in solid and com-

pressed DT targets of relevance to fast ignition ICF. It was

conjectured that increasing the density would increase the

specific heat capacity, slow the rate of temperature increase,

and thus enhance magnetic field generation. It was further

thought that this might have a beneficial effect in fast igni-

tion. In simple scenarios, this effect was verified and

observed clearly (Sec. III).

In fast ignition relevant targets, this was studied in terms

of both the “pedestal” density and the “core profile.” The

effects of changing the “pedestal” density are quite weak

overall, although some benefit might be obtained from a high

density pedestal (40 g/cm3). The radial extent of the com-

pressed core (assuming a fixed maximum density) can have

a strong effect on the coupling efficiency, but this implies a

change to the qR of the compressed fuel which may be diffi-

cult to achieve.

Any benefits that may be obtained from manipulating

the density profile can only be obtained provided that the

cone tip is not destroyed by the fuel assembly. The effects on

the cone tip have not been studied here and will have to be

examined closely in future studies.
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